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Chinese-style Athletes' Village
By He Fangcheng

On Aug. 21,
our reporter visited
the 7th CISM
Military World
Games Athletes'
Village. The
landscaping seems
like an ancient
Chinese painting,
full of traditional
Chinese and Hubei
characteristics.
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The village is made up of 30
buildings arrayed in a fan-like
pattern. The buildings' architecture
showcases traditional Chinese
elements, creating a landscape of
mountains and rivers with white
walls, gray tiles, painted lintels,
and courtyard patios. Traditional
Chinese architecture is prevalent,
as seen in the arches, rockeries,
waterside pavilion and bridges.

Bamboo Garden

Black and white are the
apartment's primary colors,
reminiscent of elegant Chinese
paintings. The building's main
features are the Ma Tau Wall
(horse-head wall), the gable slope
and the gray tiles.
The buildings are sectioned
into five gardens: the Plum
Garden, Orchid Garden, Bamboo
Garden, Chrysanthemum Garden

and Lotus Garden.
Bamboo Garden, as expected,
features bamboo standing quietly
alongside the buildings. Bamboo
patterns were exquisitely painted
or engraved on many surfaces: the
seepage bricks on the ground, the
lampshades of the street lamps,
the drum-shaped stone piers in
front of the gate, and the
background wall of the pavilion.
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The village boasts natural
beauty and is adjacent to Huangjia
Lake. The skyline seems to stoop
down to the lake, as the buildings
become shorter the closer they are
to the water, a design that enables
more apartments a lake view.
If you set out from the
village, the Huangjia Lake
Greenway is just a few minutes
away.

430 volunteers receive training
By Wan Jianhui, Qiu Chen, Wang Huichun & Helen Pan

More than 430 people from
all walks of life, including seven
foreign volunteers, are eager to
participate in the volunteer service
for the 7th CISM Military World
Games; they recently attended the
general training at Wuhan
University of Technology.
The volunteers come from all
over Hubei, including many from
Wuhan. The seven foreign
volunteers present at the training
were from Algeria, Chad, India,
Kenya, Pakistan, Tanzania, and the
Bahamas.
After receiving general
training, volunteers will need to
pass an assessment, and receive
professional and pre-job training
before being able to participate in
the games.
The training was considered a
success and energized many of the
volunteers about the journey

Yangtze River Rescue Volunteer Team

ahead.
Zhang Hongchun, a junior at
South Central University for
Nationalities present at the
training, said, "The most
impressive part was learning sign
language." She could now use sign
language to express "We are going
forward together with the Military
World Games."
Qi Huaiyuan, Head of
Facilities Department at SAIC
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Lugazo Abubakar Lugazo

General Motors Wuhan Base,
remarked, "Through the training, I
saw that the generation born after
2000 is confident and ready. I am
convinced that we volunteers will
present a positive image of young
people and show the world the
most beautiful side of Wuhan."
Hao Zhenhai, a member of
the Yangtze River Rescue
Volunteer Team, commented, "This
training included many specific
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aspects of volunteer services, like
courteous language and even how
to guide others to the elevator."
Lugazo Abubakar Lugazo,
leader of the Foreign Leifeng
Volunteer Team from Central
China Normal University, said he
would like to guide, give directions,
translate, or carry out other tasks.
"And the most important is,
anywhere I'll be assigned is okay
as long as I get trained."

